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Abstract: In today's society, video surveillance for observing a particular area which includes hospitals, 

establishments, public parks, and buildings has become a need, where in each person desires to keep their 

belongings safe and relaxed. The growth in the urban population has ended in an increase in crime. For 

citizens, video surveillance has had a tremendous influence. Closed-circuit television (CCTV) is the most 

extensively used machine, but it's miles extra expensive and makes use of more strength and a garage. To 

address this trouble, we developed a complicated wise video surveillance device for places where human 

presence is abnormal. It isn't important to constantly screen the area with cameras in such situations. This 

consumes both the electricity and the storage space required for the footage. Open CV, a device gaining 

knowledge of software library, is used to put in force this gadget. The proposed gadget operates in such a 

manner that it captures video then processes frame by frame and starts recording whilst it detects human 

presence. The surveillance device can be activated if the cameras hit upon any movement. The counseled 

system gathers information and stores it in a neighborhood database. The video that becomes captured and 

stored can be utilized to identify the intruder and aid in his seizure. It could be useful in places where 

human presence is irregular, which includes bank vaults and houses. 
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